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The Bridges at Toko-Ri (1954) by Mark Robson

Main Cast: William Holden and Grace Kelly
Company: Paramount Pictures
Set during the Korean War, a Navy fighter pilot Harry Brubaker must come to terms with his own ambivalence towards the war and the fear of having to bomb a set of highly defended bridges. The film praises patriotism, masculinity and moral fortitude, which all reach their culmination in the grim end of this war drama. Several scenes of this film are accompanied with alchol and cigarettes.
Scene: mixed	adults adolescent or children sex non-transgressive in company
This is one of the most positive moments of the film. Harry and his family are swimming naked in a supposedly private pool in a bath, while a Korean family comes in in their bathrobes. They start undressing, and Harry and his wife Nancy get frantic in their pool. Nancy asks her children to take a deep breath and dive so not to see the Korean family naked. Harry is getting amused, and when the Korean family is safely in water in the neighbouring pool, the threatening aspect of the situation fades away and the two families approach each other with the air of friendliness.








ME: 080520: sex addiction??

